We describe our recent w ork on the design and implementation of high performance Internet services over networks consisting of interconnected high data rate satellites including Direct Broadcast Satellite hosts and terrestrial wireless LANs with various capabilities with rates from 16 kbps to 10Mbps, including LMDS and MMDS systems. The network can use either bi-directional or receive only satellite links for downstream data delivery and wireless and wireline terrestrial or satellite links for the upstream path. A k ey concept in our work is that of a hybrid terminal, which is a PC connected to a satellite antenna including just DBS antennas and to the wireless LAN. The hybrid terminal uses a modem connection for outgoing tra c while receiving incoming information through the VSAT. The hybrid terminal is attached to the Internet through any Internet service provider who supports Serial Line Internet Protocol SLIP. The tra c from the hybrid terminal is transmitted to the hybrid gateway through IP-within-IP encapsulation, to accomplish asymmetric routing. The hybrid gateway is responsible for decapsulation of tra c from hybrid terminals. It is also responsible for formatting data to suite the satellite transmission.
stream path. A k ey concept in our work is that of a hybrid terminal, which is a PC connected to a satellite antenna including just DBS antennas and to the wireless LAN. The hybrid terminal uses a modem connection for outgoing tra c while receiving incoming information through the VSAT. The hybrid terminal is attached to the Internet through any Internet service provider who supports Serial Line Internet Protocol SLIP. The tra c from the hybrid terminal is transmitted to the hybrid gateway through IP-within-IP encapsulation, to accomplish asymmetric routing. The hybrid gateway is responsible for decapsulation of tra c from hybrid terminals. It is also responsible for formatting data to suite the satellite transmission.
The asymmetric nature of tra c in most networks, as evident in the Internet, is shifting current networking technology trends more towards the development of hybrid networks. Multimedia tra c with its inherent variability in Quality of Service QoS requirements further reinforces this users. Even though the majority o f I n ternet applications rely on point-to-point transmission unicast, emerging applications such as teleconferencing and information distribution have necessitated the development o f a n o verlay m ulticast backbone network in the Internet MBONE for point multipoint-tomultipoint data transmission. A major hurdle in multicasting over the Internet is the potential for high bandwidth tra c to cause congestion in the terrestrial backbone. Introducing hybrid terminals within corporate LANs for incoming multicast streams thus would provide an e ective means of preserving gateway bandwidth for other outgoing tra c.
We describe our work on IP multicast extensions to the wireless hybrid network described. We describe e ective extensions of IGMP, and asymmetric multicast algorithms that exploit the asymmetry to increase the number of users, scale-up and improve the loading of the terrestrial components. This requires an asymmetric multicast routing mechanism. We describe enhancements to existing multicast routing protocols such as CBT to the hybrid environment described here. We provide results on performance of our proposed hybrid multicast algorithms with respect to the following performance metrics: time to join a group; time for a packet to reach e v ery member of the multicast group; performance with large multicast groups.
Multicasting in Hybrid Networks
Traditional multicasting on the MBONE has been used for exchanging information between a group of users in applications such as video or audio conferencing but a major hurdle in multicasting over the Internet is the potential for high bandwidth trafc to cause congestion in the terrestrial backbone. For groups with many members that are sparsely distributed over a wide area, the multicast packets would have to traverse several links before reaching all group members, hence the potential for causing congestion. Some companies may wish to en-gage in multicast conferencing applications but may have limited gateway bandwidth to the Internet. For such users, introducing hybrid terminals within their corporate LAN to route incoming tra c through a satellite link would be a way of preserving the corporate wireline gateway bandwidth for other outgoing tra c. Another motivation of multicasting in hybrid networks is its use in military or medical applications, where individuals in remote areas equipped with hybrid terminals would be able to receive critical high data rate packets.
There are several issues to consider when extending multicast over hybrid networks. First and foremost, a group membership protocol has to be dened for keeping track of group membership information in the hybrid network. The work described in this paper is mainly directed towards developing asymmetric multicast routing techniques for constructing multicast trees at remote LANs, so that all outgoing tra c is directed toward the corporate wireline gateway while incoming multicast trafc comes through a satellite link. The protocol established for this special case satellite-terrestrial could then be extended to other hybrid networks.
Construction of a multicast tree gives the ability to both send and receive m ulticast packets. The motivation for multicasting is to support high-data-rate applications such as video conferencing. In hybrid networks where there is limited bandwidth on the uplink, it is impossible to support such applications. Hence, use of the asymmetric nature of hybrid networks for multicasting data makes sense only on the receiving end. Thus what we are doing, in e ect, is constrained multicasting where hybrid hosts take advantage of the high bandwidth downlink to receive packets, but are restricted to sending only low-datarate voice and data packets which can tolerate the degradation of quality.
One of the biggest challenges faced is that the asymmetric nature of tra c, out through the corporate LAN and in through a satellite receiver, creates the potential for the formation of loops, breaking the concept of tree construction completely. Further complications could arise at a multi-homed multiple routers local LAN with a hybrid host particularly when more than one router are multicast capable because this would make construction of an internal delivery tree di cult. Generally, Internet routing protocols were developed assuming bi-directional and symmetric links, and may no longer work in the uni-directional environment. For example, routers on the receiving end of a unidirectional link have no means of announcing routes to feeds at the source of links because they cannot communicate directly with them. A subcommittee, the Uni-Directional Link Routing UDLR working group, has been formed at the Internet Engineering Task Force IEFT to nd solutions for dynamic routing problems caused by uni-directional links. The UDLR working group currently focuses on support of alternative uni-directional links on top of a bi-directional internetwork. There are currently two proposed approaches that address this problem. One is based on the modi cation of the common routing protocols to support uni-directional links. The other one proposes adding a layer between the network interface and the routing software to emulate bi-directional links through tunnels. Both approaches are being studied in order to come up with a solution for dynamic routing in the presence of uni-directional links.
The main objective of this paper is to develop a system-level design of a multicast routing protocol that would allow hybrid hosts in hybrid satelliteterrestrial networks to dynamically receive m ulticast packets.
Protocol Design Protocol Architecture
For extending multicast protocols to hybrid networks we used a modi ed version of CBT, hereafter referred to as Hybrid Core-based Trees HCBT, and assumed the architecture model described in 1 and 2 for Hybrid Internet Access. In addition, the HCBT architecture assumes the scenario illustrated in Figure 1 where we h a ve: N users that want t o f o r m a m ulticast group Out of these N users, H are static HHs and N-H are terrestrial users on the MBONE Out of the H Hybrid Hosts, L are attached on LANs and H-L are stand-alone" hybrid hosts. Note that the LANs also have terrestrial wireline access to the MBONE.
The HHs attached on LANs may be responsible for forwarding packets to other users on the LAN.
A modi ed version of IGMP is running between the HHs and the gateway.
For our system, we de ne two types of tra c, low-data rate or short length" tra c e.g. audio, web browsing, and high-data rate or bulky" tra c e.g. video, images, books. All tra c below a certain threshold, T bits sec, is considered low-data rate tra c and all tra c with rate above T is considered high-data rate. Likewise, all tra c beyond size, S bits, is considered bulky", otherwise it is considered short length". An intelligent routing scheme will be deployed that routes high-data-rate or bulky" tra c through satellite and low-data-rate or short length" tra c through the terrestrial network.
We are proposing that all HHs be required to join multicast trees through a Multicast Hybrid Gateway MHGW which is analogous to the Hybrid Gateway in Hybrid Internet Access architecture. It is assumed that the MHGW would be the IGMP querier for all HHs and is thus aware of group membership information of HHs. Necessarily, all multicast trafc to and from the HHs is routed through MHGW. When packets are multicast to a group with HH members, the MHGW would observe the data rate to determine whether to send them terrestrially or via satellite to HHs. If the latter is required, the packets are put on the satellite interface for broadcasting to the HHs. Since packets put on satellite are broadcast and would be available to everyone, some authentication mechanism need to be established to allow only HHs that are members of the group to receive m ulticast packets. Therefore some key sending process" needs to be included in the IGMP version for Hybrid Networks so that when a HH registers with the MHGW to be a member of a multicast group, the MHGW sends it a special key" to be used for receiving messages. The alternative to this is for the MHGW to keep track of all group members and unicast a copy o f t h e message to each of them, which obviously wastes satellite downlink bandwidth. The HHs that are attached on LANs would have an extra responsibility of forwarding multicast packets to and from other hosts attached on the LAN. Therefore, in addition, these HHs would run a proxy to enable them to act as a multicast router for the LAN.
The system architecture de ned raises a lot of interesting issues to be addressed. Let us suppose that a group of multicast users are having an audio conference terrestrially wireline and in the middle of the conference, a user decides to multicast an image to others. The users equipped with hybrid terminals would be receiving this image through their satellite link instead. Therefore, it is important that certain performance issues, such as which link will act as a bottle neck to the conferencing, be carefully studied. Another interesting question is determining how many HHs can be served by a MHGW with minimal delay because there is the potential for congestion since all multicast tra c is routed through the MHGW.
Motivation for using CBT The system architecture de ned raises a lot of interesting issues to be addressed. Let us suppose that a group of multicast users are having an audio conference terrestrially wireline and in the middle of the conference, a user decides to multicast an image to others. The users equipped with hybrid terminals would be receiving this image through their satellite link instead. Therefore, it is important that certain performance issues, such as which link will act as a bottle neck to the conferencing, be carefully studied. Another interesting question is determining how many HHs can be served by a MHGW with minimal delay because there is the potential for congestion since all multicast tra c is routed through the MHGW.
In considering a routing protocol to be used for multicasting in hybrid networks, one has to carefully look at the issues unique to this type of network and make use of its asymmetric nature to min-imize the overhead introduced by routing. The best approach would be to modify an existing routing protocol to accommodate hybrid networks since this would ensure changes are only made on gateways to HHs. As previously mentioned, the most predominant multicast routing protocol is DVMRP. However, the asymmetric nature of tra c in hybrid networks almost eliminates using any distance-vectorbased protocol which only forwards multicast packets if they arrived over interfaces used to reach the source of a packet. Thus, if a HH is the source of a packet, the hybrid gateway w ould not forward it to other hosts since the packet arrived on a di erent interface e.g. terrestrial from the one used to reach the source e.g.satellite interface. MOSPF was also eliminated since it uses a ooding based scheme and has high SPT computational costs, thus limiting its use on the Internet. PIM was not considered as an option because of the implementation complexities involved in switching between its two modes of operation. Even though implementation of CBT has not been completed, ongoing work shows that its merits make i t w ell-suited for hybrid networks.
Non-Member Multicast Source: One of
CBTs' attractive features is support of non-member sending, which makes it the best choice for resource discovery applications. Data driven protocols such as DVMRP and PIM dense mode are less suitable for such applications since a group forwarding state is established as data ows in all routers from point of source. On the other hand, routers in between a non-member sender and the corresponding CBT delivery tree incur no group-speci c overhead for forwarding that sender's multicast data packets; these are encapsulated by the sender's local CBT router and unicast to one of the group's core routers. The core would then decapsulate packets and distribute them over the corresponding delivery tree.
Minimal Delay: The asymmetric nature of trafc has been a major motivating factor in the development of hybrid networks as a means of preserving wireline corporate Internet bandwidth for other outgoing tra c. In the case of satellite broadcast for incoming tra c, delay incurred at the satellite link could be signi cant. The CBT architecture that routes all multicast tra c towards the cores of the distribution tree suggests that by careful selection of cores, we can minimize delay incurred in CBT trees.
Scalability: Current multicast routing schemes such a s D VMRP, MOSPF, PIM dense mode employ some sort of source-based routing where a multicast tree is constructed per source per group. This type of architecture works well when multicast tra c is densely populated in a region. However, in hybrid networks that mostly span wide areas sparsely, CBT which was designed to suit low tra c distribution areas would work better since there is less protocol messaging overhead involved. Moreover, since only one shared tree is built per group, the number on entries in the CBT routing table is exactly the same as the number of groups thereby providing a considerable reduction in storage space required. It would also be easier to construct the FIB table since each group's members are attached to the same satellite interface.
Interoperability: The CBT operation mode which assumes a region is heterogeneous with routers using di erent protocols, as is typical of WANs, makes it possible for multicast packets to traverse regions that are not CBT capable. This facilitates Inter-Area routings and compliments the interoperability with other protocols. Already the interoperability of CBT with DVMRP has been dened in 3 .
Routing Protocol Independence: Most of existing multicast routing protocols depend on the underlying unicast routing protocol used. For example, DVMRP is based on RIP while MOSPF only runs on networks running OSPF. Because of the spontaneity of applications of multicasting such as conferencing, a server multicasting video packets to hybrid hosts may belong to a network running a di erent routing protocol. Hence CBT which builds its multicast tree independent of unicast routing protocol would be at an advantage.
Protocol Speci cations
For the HCBT architecture proposed, all routing of multicast packets to and from hybrid terminals is done through the MHGW. To make this possible, modi cations would have to be done on both the HHs and the MHGW.
The HHs would run a modi ed version of IGMP to enable the MHGW to learn group membership. In addition, those HHs that act as routers for members on their LANs would have to run a proxy to enable them to act as a semi-querier" for the LAN and forward membership information to the MHGW. Furthermore, these special HHs would be responsible for multicasting received packets to member hosts on their LAN either through broadcasting, say o n Ethernet, or some other multicasting scheme.
The MHGW has to be CBT capable in order to join the corresponding multicast trees on behalf of the HHs. As speci ed by CBT, the group joining process will be triggered by the receipt of an IGMP message for a multicast group. The MHGW would then send a join message towards the target core as speci ed in 4 for attachment to the multicast tree. After receiving an acknowledgment message, the HCBT module would include in its Forwarding Information Database FIB, an entry corresponding to the tree joined. Since the IGMP message arrives over a di erent i n terface from the one where multicast packets have to be forwarded the satellite interface, slight modi cations have to be made to the way CBT operates to ensure that the correct entry is put in the FIB.
The elegance in the proposed architecture lies in its capability to do intelligent routing based on tra c type. To support this feature, the MHGW will have to implement a switching mechanism that routes high-data-rate packets through satellite and low-data-rate packets through terrestrial wireline links. In e ect, this would be equivalent to maintaining two separate multicast delivery trees. A simple solution would be to have the MHGW encapsulate all low data rate packets and unicast them to the HHs but obviously this is resource wasteful.
When the MHGW receive s a m ulticast packet, it would consult its multicast routing table to determine the interfaces out of which packets have to be forwarded. If the data rate warrants, it would forward packets to the satellite interface for broadcasting. The HHs would receive packets by listening to the channel for multicast packets sent using a scheme similar to Ethernet multicasting where a mapping is de ned between an IP multicast address and the HHs' adapter addresses. Because broadcast packets would be available to all HHs, the MHGW would have to run some authentication scheme to allow only registered group members to receive packets. The authentication mechanism could be included in the IGMP messaging process so that once multicast trees are joined, all the necessary information to send and receive packets is available to HHs.
To establish a reliable multicast delivery mechanism that guarantees at least once" delivery of multicast packets, MHGW would keep a copy of all packets until an acknowledgment is received from all HHs. Hence, the MHGW would have to keep track of all HHs members for each group. However, this deviates from traditional IP multicast schemes IGMP where multicast routers only keep track of group membership information on their attached networks and not individual members of each group.
Group Membership Protocol
The IGMP used by multicast routers to learn about group membership information on their local subnet, is ill-suited for the satellite-terrestrial hybrid network considered in this paper because some of the assumptions made may no longer hold for this scenario. The IGMP speci cally assumes that all hosts within a local subnetwork can hear each other and that routers need not keep track of individual members of each group. In our scenario, HHs form a virtual subnetwork with the MHGW as their gateway. However, HHs have no direct link with each other since the satellite link is uni-directional. Therefore, certain modi cations have to be done to the IGMP before it can be used.
The IGMP speci es that a Querier router on the subnetwork periodically about every 1 second sends a general query to all hosts on their attached LAN to determine group membership information for each group with directly attached group members. When a host that is a member of the group hears the Query, it sets a random delay timer for each group of which i t i s a m e m ber. When a group's timer expires before another host's report is received, the host broadcasts a membership report on the local subnetwork. If a local host receives another host's report while it has a timer running, it stops its timer and suppresses the report that was about to be sent. In the hybrid network considered, the only logical choice for the Querier is the MHGW. However, if IGMP is used as speci ed, the HHs within the MHGW's logical subnet would not hear each others' group report since tra c to the MHGW is sent via a terrestrial link and hence would not be able to suppress their own reports. This would lead to an undesirable ooding e ect of messages to the MHGW from a HH once a query is issued. The trivial solution would be to have the MHGW broadcast reports received from HHs on the satellite link so that other HHs could hear them. This would involve increasing the random timer delay to account for the time it takes for a report to reach the MHGW and be broadcast.
If reliable multicast delivery is desired and HHs are allowed to suppress their group membership reports, then the MHGW would not have information on the individual membership information of each group, and hence would not be able to guarantee delivery of packets to hosts. In this case, it would be better to remove the query option from IGMP and have all HHs send a membership report to the MHGW when they join or leave a group. To c o ver the case of lost packets, the report should be duplicated if an acknowledgment is not received within a speci ed delay timer. This method would cause problems during startup or end of a m ulticast session when all HHs try to join or leave group because the MHGW would be ooded with group messages. Therefore this technique is only suitable for groups with a small numb e r o f H H m e m bers.
On the other hand, if reliability is not desired, the MHGW can still forward reports over the satellite link so that other HHs may suppress their reports. Query-Requests need not be sent since LeaveReports would also be broadcast. Hence if a Leave-R-eport is heard by a HH for a group it is still a member of, it sends another Join-Report to the MHGW after its delay timer for that group expires before it receives a Join-Report from another HH.
HCBT Subsystems
Before proceeding with our design speci cations, several simplifying assumptions are made that introduce some level of abstraction so that details not immediately essential are delayed until needed. As we proceed, our model would be validated to determine how close it is to the design requirements, and new subsystems added so that the whole abstraction process is re-iterated. We consider the special case of the HCBT architecture illustrated in Figure 2 where: there are only stand-alone" HHs, i.e. HHs are not attached on LANs where they are responsible for routing multicast packets to other terrestrial members. there is no intelligent routing at each HH, i.e. there is no di erentiation among the di erent tra c types. Hence, all tra c from HHs goes out terrestrially and all incoming tra c is routed on satellite. all HHs that are multicast sources only send low data rate tra c. there is only one hybrid gateway serving all HHs.
Multicast Hybrid Gateway Subsystem.
Supporting multicasting in the architecture shown above, requires implementing three new modules at the hybrid gateway; an IGMP module, a Multicast Database MDB module, and a Hybrid CBT router module HCBT.
The IGMP module would run a modi ed version of IGMP and would be responsible for keeping track of group membership information of the HHs. It would query the HHs to determine which HHs are members of multicast groups. When it receives a group membership report from a HH, it would query the MDB to determine whether it has already joined the corresponding tree for that group. Once the corresponding tree has been joined, it would run an authentication process to authorize HHs to receive multicast packets. The MDB module would maintain and manage a local database of trees joined by the MHGW. It would consist of entries denoting which multicast trees have been joined. Furthermore, for reliable at least once" delivery of packets, this table will keep track o f all hosts that are members of each group. The MHGW will keep a copy of all packets until they are acknowledged by all HHs in the group. It is necessary to separate this module from the HCBT module which contains a FIB with the same information because as we drop some of the assumptions made, it may b e necessary to maintain more state information.
The HCBT module will run a CBT router function that enables the MHGW to join multicast trees on behalf of the HHs. It will be responsible for sending join messages towards the core of the tree and routing multicast packets to and from HHs. On receipt of a IGMP report, the IGMP module will consult the MDB module to determine if it has already joined the corresponding tree of that group for the HGW responsible for the HH. If not, it will inform the HCBT router module of its intention to join the tree. The HCBT module would then send a join message towards the target core as speci ed in 4 for attachment to the multicast tree. After receiving an acknowledgment message, the HCBT module would include in its Forwarding Information Database FIB, an entry corresponding to the tree joined and an entry will be added to the MDB specifying the HH as belonging to that group. It should be noted that the IGMP report arrives over a di erent interface than one where multicast packets are to be forwarded. Therefore, it would be necessary to modify CBT to include the correct interface to which the packet has to be sent. A timing diagram for the tree joining process is shown in Figure 3 .
When the HCBT module receives a multicast packet, it would use the FIB information to forward it over the satellite interface if there are HH group members. It would also encapsulate a copy of the packet and send it CBT mode to other interfaces as speci ed in the FIB since other CBT capable routers on the MBONE could join the delivery tree through it. Because the MHGW will need to keep a copy of all multicast packets until acknowledgment is received from all HH group members, a good bu ering management s c heme has to be devised.
Security has been of growing concern especially for multicast applications because it becomes relatively more di cult to distribute group keys to each of the group's receivers than to authenticate a session of a single source and destination. A scalable multicast distribution key has been described in 5 which uses CBT to establish secure multicast groups. The solution allows multicast routers to become Group Key Distribution Centers GKDCs after receiving a CBT Join ACK to become part of a multicast tree. Thereafter, the GKDCs are responsible for distributing group keys and key encrypting keys to group members on attached subnetworks. Therefore, we could have the MHGW act as the GKDCS for all HH group members and provide them with authentication keys. Because the keys would be broadcast on satellite, maintaining con dentiality w ould be di cult and extra precautions such as encryption techniques would need to be taken to ensure that only HH members receive packets.
Hybrid Host Subsystem
There are several functions that need to be implemented in the HH for it to support multicasting. The HH must run an IGMP module that allows it to listen for IGMP queries on its satellite interface and respond send group reports using its terrestrial interface. The HH has to be level 2 compliant with IGMP to be able to both send and receive m ulticast packets. A mapping has to be de ned between its satellite IP address and its adapter card to be able to forward packets destined for it up the TCP IP stack. The host must be able to cache the keys sent to it by the MHGW during authentication so that it could be used for future multicast tra c.
When a HH wishes to be a member of a group, it sends a group membership report on its terrestrial link to the MHGW. The MHGW will then construct a delivery tree if needed, add the HH in the MDB, and then unicast an authentication key to the HH. The HH then listens on the satellite interface for packets destined for that group. When it receives packets, it sends acknowledgments to the MHGW via its terrestrial link.
It is important to note that as HHs join or leave groups, new keys may be broadcast by the MHGW. Therefore, a process running on the HH would need to renew keys for the HH. This process may need to periodically compare the checksum of its current k ey to that broadcast on satellite. If they are di erent, then it should trigger a request for new keys from the MHGW to be sent via unicast to prevent other non-member HHs from receiving key. The multicast packets are broadcast to the HHs similar to the way m ulticast packets are sent to hosts attached to an Ethernet LAN. Hence, one way of receiving the multicast packets would be to make the HH physical interface adapter act like a single Ethernet link for the sake of carrying a multicast address. To achieve this, a socket has to be opened through which the relay application running on top of TCP or UDP can receive m ulticast packets. In the only Hybrid Internet Access product, DirecPC T M TurboInternet T M developed by the University of Maryland and Hughes Network Systems for Windows using the architecture described in 2 , there is a special" SLIP driver in the HH that communicates with the two p h ysical networks to make the TCP IP package believe that is connected to an Ethernet card when it is actually connected to a satellite dish and modem. A h ybrid control daemon manages the ow of data between this special driver and a BIC driver. The BIC driver does all the call handling by scanning all packets transmitted over the satellite channel for one with a header corresponding to the IP address of the satellite interface. In addition, the BIC driver performs some error detection and correction on the packet and bu ers the received packet before passing it to the special driver. Similarly for our system, the BIC driver call handler can be modi ed to support raw s o c kets and lter out UDP or TCP packets destined for multicast groups that relay applications have joined. Figure 4 shows the ow control in the HH subsystem.
When a HH is the source of multicast tra c, packets are encapsulated through the terrestrial tunnel to the MHGW. At the MHGW, they are decapsulated revealing their true multicast address destination and routed to other group members according to the distribution tree of the group. If group membership includes other HHs, the packets are also broadcast on satellite. Hence, additional ltering has to be done by the BIC driver to discard packets with HH address as the source.
Multiple MHGWs
With all multicast tra c to and from HHs routed through the MHGW, it is inevitable that there would be tra c congestion problems as the number of HH group members grow. Fortunately, provision has already been made in the current Hybrid Internet Access architecture to support multiple hybrid gateways HGW where each subnet of HHs are represented by di erent h ybrid gateways. Packets to and from HH are routed rst to the hybrid LAN gateway which broadcast it on the Ethernet LAN connecting all HGWs. The HGW takes up all routing tasks for all packets to and from HHs on its subnetwork.
To project this scenario to the multicasting case, the MHGW could be implemented at the HGW with one of the HGWs designated as the IGMP querier DR-MHGW responsible for joining multicast trees. When a HGW receives an IGMP group report from a HH, it will include the HH in its MDB module and broadcast a copy o f the report on the LAN. The IGMP Querier will pick up the report and consult its FIB to determine if it has already joined the corresponding delivery tree. If not, it will trigger its HCBT module to send a join message towards the core of the tree. Similarly, when a multicast packet arrives, the DR-MHGW will broadcast it on the LAN and forward a copy o ver all interfaces including satellite interfaces as dictated by its FIB. All MHGWs with group members will bu er a copy until acknowledgment are received from all group members on its subnet. HHs with errored or missed packets will request their MHGW for retransmission of packets. This will signi cantly reduce the bu ering management complexity at the MHGW. Also, since the DR-MHGW will be the only one attached to the delivery tree, all other MHGWs need not run a HCBT module.
Core Selection and Migration
A major problem of CBTs is that shared trees built incur a high tra c concentration on the shared path. Furthermore, the tree built is not always the shortest path tree. It is believed that strategic core placement w ould help eliminate these problems completely. This would require developing core migration techniques that allow the dynamic transition from an initial CBT tree constructed around a precon gured set of cores to another tree with di erent set of cores. The authors of CBT have not completely solved the core placement or core advertisement problem, but have de ned a dynamic source migration mechanism in the appendix of 4 . This strategy allows a CBT tree to dynamically recon gure itself around the source's local CBT router to emulate a shortest path tree.
The network architecture assumed for this solution routes all multicast tra c to and from hybrid hosts through the MHGW. A lot of research has been done on determining core selection methods for multicast routing and how it a ects performance in 6 , 7 , and 8 . Speci cally, three performance criteria, bandwidth, delay, and tra c concentration, are considered to investigate the e ect core choice has on them. In their evaluation, the authors of 6 considered instances of three di erent types of scenarios, re ecting distributions and numbers of sources and receivers. An All Receivers Sources" scenario modeled applications such as video conferencing where receivers are distributed randomly throughout the network and a user is both a source and a receiver. Single Source, Distributed Receivers" covered applications such as a video broadcast of a lecture or meeting where most members are receivers. Finally, Localized Receivers" modeled distributed resource discovery applications where sources clients are randomly distributed and request information from receivers servers via multicast. In addition, core selection methods were classi ed into one of the following categories in increasing order of information required about the network: arbitrary, random, topology-based, or group-based, where arbitrary requires no information about the network and group-based requires information on both network topology and location of nodes. From the studies in 6 and 7 i t w as established that the best performance -maximum bandwidth improvement and minimum delay degradation is obtained from a core chosen based on both the network topology and location of nodes receivers, although the improvement w as not signi cant for certain distribution scenarios. Furthermore, it was established that the core should be the center of the portion of the shortest path trees that spans all group members and sources.
Tra c distribution in hybrid networks can be best modeled by a single source, distributed receivers" since it was developed based on the assumption that tra c is asymmetric with most users receiving much more than they are sending. Hence, multicast applications in hybrid networks would mostly be of video broadcasting nature. Since in the HCBT architecture described, the MHGW is responsible for routing of all multicast packets, it acts as a source to the HHs and the rest of the multicast network is hidden from the hosts. On the other hand, CBT mode allows users to unicast all multicast packets towards the core of the group using encapsulation. Once the packet reaches the core, it is decapsulated and forwarded out of all outgoing interfaces. Therefore, to emulate the shortest path tree and minimize delay for HHs, it makes sense to select the MHGW as a core for all groups joined. The MHGW could be con gured to be a core for all groups joined. Alternatively, since dynamic core migration has been speci ed in 4 , the MHGW could be con gured to trigger a core migration to itself after it joins a tree for a group. The disadvantage of making the MHGW a core is that additional processing power may be required to process CBT protocol messaging. Introducing multiple cores would keep this to a minimum and would also reduce the tra c concentration problems inherent in shared links.
Performance Metrics of Multicast Protocols
To e v aluate performance of a multicast protocol, several indicators are used to see how w ell the protocol performs under di erent scenarios. For dynamic multicast routing, it is important to determine the latency involved in joining the multicast group, from the time the request is sent by a host to the time the rst multicast packet is received. It is desirable that this latency be kept to a minimum.
However, the main performance metric used is the time it takes for each member of the group to receive packets sent, i.e. transfer time. The transfer time depends on the throughput of the multicast session which in turn depends on both the available bandwidth and the probability o f packet loss. Thus reducing the transfer time involves using a congestion control scheme to ensure that available bandwidth is not exceeded, and at the same time controlling packet loss in the delivery path. In order to control packet loss, it is essential to rst understand the underlying process and identify the source of losses so that the appropriate error control measures can be taken. Packet loss can be due to transmission or switching errors and bu er over ows at routers and hosts. A lot of studies have been done to determine packet loss correlation in multicast networks, and in 9 , it was shown that losses on the MBONE are in fact temporally" correlated, i.e., most losses occur at receivers and routers and not on links.
Topology of the multicast distribution tree also a ects the packet loss characteristics and consequently, the transfer time. Mishra et. al. in 10 , a study done to evaluate the e ects of topology on reliable multicast routing, conclude that as a general rule, a topology which increases fanout" of the distribution tree performs better in the asymptotic case.
Tra c concentration on the links in the distribution tree is also used as a performance indicator. Multicast routing protocols that construct shared trees experience a higher concentration when compared to source-based trees 7 . Path cost in terms of the number of links transversed when delivering a packet to all group members also gives a good estimate of the bandwidth used. Other metrics used include overhead tra c of protocol, scalability, and protocol algorithmic complexity.
Because of the high-delay satellite link involved, the most important, metric for the protocol proposed in this paper is the transfer delay in delivering multicast packets to all hybrid hosts since the remainder of the delivery path is terrestrial. We will assume when estimating the delay in subsequent sections that packet losses on the satellite link are insigni cant and that most losses occurs at the hybrid host receivers due to over ow of bu ers. This is actually quite close to reality because most current and future satellite systems incorporate strong Forward Error Correction FEC protection so that up to a certain signal-to-noise ratio SNR, the satellite channel can be modeled as an on-o switch.
Performance Evaluation
Simulation techniques were used to verify and validate our design instead of an actual prototype because it gives us a quicker methodology for evaluating performance and more exibility with modifying design parameters once the model is built.
One of the motivating factors of supporting multicasting in hybrid satellite terrestrial networks is to allow companies with limited gateway bandwidth to engage in high-bandwidth multicast applications. Therefore, a simulation was done to evaluate the bandwidth savings in multicasting over a hybrid network over traditional terrestrial wireline multicasting. Since some of these applications may have a time constraint on the transmission time, further studies were done to nd the e ects of high-delay satellite link on a multicast session. Finally, w e investigate the use of tra c type and size in deciding whether it is advantageous to route multicast packets through the satellite or not.
Simulation Model All simulations were done using Optimized Network Engineering Tools OP-NET, a comprehensive engineering system capable of simulating communications networks with detailed modeling and performance analysis. OPNET features include: graphical speci cation of models; a dynamic, event-scheduled Simulation Kernel; integrated data analysis tools; and hierarchical, objectbased modeling. OPNET's hierarchical modeling structure accommodates special problems such as distributed algorithm development.
Two OPNET network models were built to simulate two e n vironments: one in which m ulticasting is done terrestrially, and another in which all multicast packets are routed through a hybrid network over satellite to HH group members. The scenario under consideration is single-source distributed receivers" typical of applications such as video lecture broadcast, with listeners HHs allowed to send only low-data-rate tra c to group since they may have limited uplink bandwidth. It is assumed that there are additional group members in the terrestrial network in the vicinity of the source. The same number of hops are used between the HHs and source in both environments. Standard OPNET TCP IP processes were modi ed when appropriate to build the simulation model. For the hybrid network model, some of the processes used in 11 , a simulation of a hybrid network, were also modi ed to support routing of multicast packets. The same network topology assumed in the analysis section was used in the simulation. The simulation parameters used are given in Table 1 and their values are given in the Appendix . Simulation Results Figure 5 compares the corporate link utilization for each o f the two environments considered: multicasting in a terrestrial network wireline versus a hybrid network with a satellite downlink. As expected, introducing hybrid terminals in a corporate LAN preserves corporate gateway bandwidth for other tra c. Since all incoming packets for hybrid case are routed through satellite, available bandwidth for other tra c is more than twice the bandwidth available when incoming multicast packets are routed terrestrially. Figure 6 shows the round-trip-time RTT of packets for both hybrid host and terrestrial host group members. As the session length increases, the performance of the terrestrial network considerably declines while that of the of hybrid network remains stable. In the terrestrial network, the RTT of packets initially slows down but increases quickly because the corporate gateway is slowed down by the additional packets to be processed. Thus, more packets are transfered as indicated by the increase in throughput at the HHs observed in Figure 7 for the hybrid network case. Figure 8 shows the e ect of tra c type and size on the transfer time of multicast packets. From the gure, it can be seen that the delay is less in the terrestrial network for short-length" or lowdata-rate sessions see Table 4 . Thus under such a scenario, it is not advantageous to route multicast packets through satellite. This clearly demonstrates the need for an intelligent routing scheme at the MHGW, that would allow only high-data-rate or bulky" tra c to be routed via satellite. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the throughput for di erent MHGW bu er sizes see Table 5 . From the gure, it can be seen that the achievable throughput is higher when a large bu er size is used since this allows the source to send larger amounts of data by advertising a larger window size. 
Conclusions & Further Research
The asymmetric nature of tra c in most networks, as evident in the Internet, is shifting current networking technology trends more towards the development of hybrid networks. Emerging group communication applications such as video broadcasting and teleconferencing that demand high bandwidth have driven the development o f m ulticast protocols on the MBONE. Thus hybrid terminals can be deployed for receiving IP multicast packets as a means of preventing congestion on the Internet backbone and preserving Corporate gateway bandwidth.
The design described here entailed implementing a Multicast Hybrid Gateway that would be responsible for keeping track of group membership of hybrid hosts, join delivery trees of multicast sessions, and route multicast packets to hybrid host group members. In addition, this subsystem could also handle authentication or intelligent routing schemes. The IGMP protocol was modi ed to emulate a virtual link between hybrid hosts and the gateway. Also, the multicast routing protocol employed in the terrestrial part of the network was assumed to be CBT and thus appropriate changes were done in the CBT module of the hybrid gateway.
Simulation techniques were used to demonstrate the bandwidth savings in multicasting in hybrid networks over terrestrial counterpart. Our simulation results agreed with our mathematical analysis described elsewhere 12 that it is only advantageous to route packets over satellite if there is high-data-rate or bulky" tra c, thus indicating a need to implement i n telligent routing at the gateway. Finally, our results also agree with analytic studies that show that an increase in bu er size also improves performance 12 .
Appendix: Simulation Parameter Values 
